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This fabulously illustrated book explores western culture’Co-written by one of the world’ In the
last decade, shoe design is becoming increasingly central to fashion, with fashion companies
paying ever more focus on shoes and other components. High-heeled shoes, in particular, have
become the fashion accessory of the 21st century.s fascination with extravagant and fashionable
shoes. Avant-garde designs by up-and-coming designers such as for example Japan’a,
Balenciaga, Alexander McQueen, and Prada.s leading historians of fashion and an authority on
products, the reserve features approximately 150 pairs of the very most intensive and ultrafashionable varieties of days gone by 12 years, including work by such prominent designers
seeing that Manolo Blahnik, Pierre Hardy, Christian Louboutin and Bruno Frisoni for Roger Vivier,
and also shoes by influential design houses such as Azzedine Alaïs Kei Kagami and Noritaka
Tatehana are also highlighted. personality characteristics, and the importance of shoes in
artwork and exhibitions.Shoe Obsession examines recent great and fantastical shoe designs with
regards to the history of high heel shoes, the role of shoes while a reflection of their wearers’
The book is lavishly illustrated with full-color photographs of spectacular contemporary shoe
designs.
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An informative fashion book Despite the focus on "Obsession," which apparently came from the
NY FIT show of the same name, thisbook is very informative and well worth reading for those
who have a general interest in the subjectmatter. The publication is well written, provides
insightful historical, mental and other perspectiveson rearfoot shoes and boots. In addition, the
authors deal with us with a judiciously chosen, exquisiteplethora of photos--some of products
featured at the present. Five Stars good book for us with a shoe fetish Gift for Daughter I
purchased this book as something special for my shoe obsessed daughter. Quick Shipment As
Posted. Candy for your coffee table! Colleen Hill does an excellent work with this beautiful
assortment of 'feet objects.' The photographs are amazing and the annals is fascinating. This is a
must-have book for anyone who is thinking about fashion history, design background,
accessories, shoes of course, also for anyone who just really wants to appearance at something
gorgeous! It's a great combination of intellectual and creative articles. They strategically
insterspersed them in thetext to make their point--if there is ever a need. Thanks a lot for quick
shipment.I might not be able to walk in heels more than four ins but at least right here I get to
appreciate their beauty! It really is a pleasure for the attention of shoe and bootlovers most
importantly and a good read! She enjoys it.. Fantastic Should you have a footwear fetish and or a
collector . it's a must! lovely addition to the library A most informative and entertaining
publication which is well illustrated and another best thing to being at the exhibition. Five Stars
Perfect book for the shoe connoisseur in your daily life :0)
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